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“Simplicity is the key.”

José Serrano was born in Lisbon in 
1960 and graduated in architecture  
at Gama Filho University in Rio de 
Janeiro (1977-1981).

After working for an architectural  
firm specialized on large commercial  
spaces for a few years in Brazil, José 
moved to New York to study at 
The Parsons School of Design “The 
New School” and work for a New 
York-based architecture and design 
firm, Designtech Associates, where 
he developed interior design work 
for companies such as McKinsey & 
Company, Helmsley Notes, and  
Fischer Brothers.

In 1991 he returned to Lisbon, invited 
by one of the leading architectural 
firms, Intergaup, to participate on the 
development of the new headquarters 
for the Bank of Portugal. He then  
collaborated with Intergaup for more 
than a decade as a project manager 
being responsible for major projects 
such as the 40,000 sqm Macau Cultural 
Centre, a centre that included an 
Opera House, Theatre, and Museum.

In 2004 he joined the Lisbon-based 
architecture firm Graphos as a partner 
and started developing its interior 
design department. 

José Serrano 
2004
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SE04 Seating

SE04 seating is available in square, double square, and trapezoid shapes,  
all pure forms that enable expressive atmospheres. Whether in combination 
with modern or classic architecture, the SE04 line emulates clear design. 
Side tables complete the offering. GREENGUARD® certified.

SE04 Tables

SE04 tables follow the same design language as the SE04 lounge chairs.  
Available in three shapes—square, rectangle, and trapezoid—the tables  
are finished with double-cut wood veneers offered in multiple colors.  
The exposed aluminum legs are available with felt glides and finished  
in powder-coat paint or brushed aluminum. 

Manufactured in the USA

SE04 Seating and Benches SE04 Tables

Single Square Bench Double Square BenchSingle Trapezoid Double TrapezoidSingle Square Double Square TrapezoidSquare Table Rectangle Table

Dimensions:
Single  
Square

Double  
Square

Single  
Trapezoid

Double  
Trapezoid

Single  
Square

Double  
Square

SW: 31.5 in 63.0 in 27.8 in 45.8 in 31.5 in 63.0 in

SD: 20.5 in 20.5 in 20.5 in 20.5 in 20.5 in 20.5 in

SH: 17.5 in 17.5 in 17.5 in 17.5 in 17.5 in 17.5 in

Square Table
Rectangle 
Table Trapezoid TableDimensions:

TW: 28.0 in 51.1 in 37.4 in

TD: 28.0 in 28.0 in 28.0 in

TH: 16.9 in 16.9 in 16.9 in

This family of lounge chairs and side tables uses a simplified form to create beautiful environments  
that personify modern design. Whether applied in modern or classic architecture, SE04 seating pulls 
together the entire room, creating a luxurious place to sit back and relax. 


